
COULD THIS BE THE NEXT HOMERUN? WATCH BLLB LIKE A HAWK 
STARTING FRIDAY, JULY 20th!

Trade Date: Monday, July 23, 2007
Company: Bell Buckle Holdings, Inc.
Symbol: BLLB.PK
Current Price: 0.25
5-day Target: 1
Current Market: Extremely Bullish
Rating: 10+
Recommendation: Strong Buy

About Bell Buckle Holdings, Inc.

Bell Buckle Country Store, Inc. was founded in 1995 as a family owned and 
operated business, dedicated to producing the finest all-natural gourmet 
food products on the market. This dedication to excellence has garnered them 
recognition throughout the industry and many national awards for both taste 
and packaging. Through the years, the company has grown to include 5 brands, 
239 products, sold in all 50 States and overseas through grocery stores, 
specialty gourmet & gift shops and big box retailers. 

Bell Buckle Country Store, Inc. products are sold under the brands: 
Captain Rodney’s, Rose & Ivy, Simplify, Bell Buckle Country Store 
and Bainbridge Festive Foods.

MEMBERS SHOULD PICK UP BLLB AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE ON FRIDAY. 
THIS ANNOUNCEMENT IS GOING TO SEND IT OFF THE CHARTS! 
WE ALL KNOW THAT IN THE STOCK BUSINESS IT’S THE BIG ANNOUNCEMENTS 
THAT MAKE THESE STOCKS EXPLODE!!!



Mark the task as completed.
The application to be developed is a typical To-do list manager.
The view renders the contents of a model.
The purpose of this tutorial is to introduce the IDE’s UML modeling use case dia
gram, not to teach you about UML concepts or the Java programming language.
NET developer community with multiple strategies to integrate between Java EE an
d .
Also included in this new version are fixes to make the ORTE more robust.
In addition, content will appear throughout the month and include extras.
If the model data changes, the view must update its presentation as needed.
This roadmap offers links to useful references.
In this tutorial, you learn how to use the UML modeling features of the IDE to c
reate a simple UML use case diagram.
Missed a Session or Lab?
SMP is an essential resource for developers, programmers and system administrato
rs of all levels working with Java and other Sun technologies.
Four Ultras will be given away.
The model represents data and the rules that govern access to and updates of thi
s data.
Optimize your applications to get lightning-fast performance.
NET, architecture frameworks, MDA, UML, SysML, outsourcing, testing, patterns, s
ecurity, and much more.
With the simple version of the To-do list manager, there is only one actor in th
e system, the user.
As a program participant, you can have access to the latest Sun hardware at disc
ounted rates to support your product developments.
But as it moves to the mainstream and becomes more accessible, it is being used 
by commercial companies large and small to gain a competitive edge.
Through the Sun Academic Developer Initiative, Sun provides free web-based train
ing leading to certification which can fast track your career.
This preview release introduces UML modeling, XML tools, and web services orches
tration to the NetBeans community.
In Part I, he discusses the principles and illustrates them with an example that
 works only with password-based authentication.
"Even with open source, the binary platform is the key thing of value," said Ian
 Murdock, Sun’s chief OS strategist and a former CTO of the Linux Foundation.
org Get the hottest tech tools, the coolest coding tips and more delivered direc
t to your in-box.
Product and Technology Releases Solaris Express, Developer Edition Check out thi
s free integrated Solaris development environment.



Once the use case diagram is complete, you can jump into coding.
and O’Reilly Media, Inc.
Sun Developers Online Community: Forums Browse in the forums, or if you’d like t
o post messages, log in or register.
It specifies exactly how the model data should be presented.
Sun Advisory Panel Make your voice heard!
Using the NetBeans GUI Builder This section describes the NetBeans GUI Builder w
ithin the scope of operating with bean objects.
This roadmap offers links to useful references.
If you are using a different server, consult the Release Notes and FAQs for know
n problems and workarounds.
The exception handler chosen is said to catch the exception.
Some annotations are available to be examined at runtime.
This block of code is called an exception handler.
Their course, developed to closely follow the topics and sample  applications pr
esented in the Field Guide, covers a range of  subjects to familiarize teams wit
h using the product.
Xu Bin, a Java Champion and Ben Rockwood, an OpenSolaris expert, on their strate
gies, challenges, and solutions, with a peek into the future.
Common sense says that there should be an "update task" requirement, but that is
 not explicitly spelled out in the requirements.
Registration is opening soon!
Instead of a stand-alone application, the user needs a web interface.
See the list of recently published books.
Each user can have his or her own list of tasks.
Solaris in now open source, creating new opportunities for academic developers t
o collaborate and innovate.
If you would prefer not to receive this information, please follow the steps at 
the bottom of this message to unsubscribe.
The Labs are available to anyone who is a Sun Developer Network member.
Because Sun has no control over such sites and resources, you acknowledge and ag
ree that Sun is not responsible for the availability
If this were a real-life project, you would need to go back to the domain expert
 and ask whether updating tasks is a requirement.
This article gives you code examples, with a detailed walkthrough of the kstat o
utput, plus tips on using these APIs with the Java platform.
Download Today and enter for a chance to win an Apple iPod Nano.
Each of the instructor-led labs is loaded with technical content that gets you i
nto the code.
Sun Tech Days brought together some of the best and the brightest from around th
e world together.
Product enhancements are Solaris Trusted Extensions, Secure by Default Networkin
g, and Enhanced Solaris Containers.
It then describes an example application designed to solve a business problem.
"Even with open source, the binary platform is the key thing of value," said Ian
 Murdock, Sun’s chief OS strategist and a former CTO of the Linux Foundation.
Click on the Solaris or Developer Tools tabs to get started.
View the current To-do list.
For instance, when the boss wants to manage the To-do list, the boss becomes Use
r N, not Boss, as far as the use case diagram is concerned.
The search begins with the method in which the error occurred and proceeds throu
gh the call stack in the reverse order in which the methods were called.
If you are using a different server, consult the Release Notes and FAQs for know
n problems and workarounds.
Tim will be joined by Rich Green, Ian Murdock and Tim Bray for a discussion on t
he impact of participation; the panel will field questions from the audience.
The application to be developed is a typical To-do list manager.
Each of these actors is external to the system and only interacts with the syste
m.
For detailed information about the supported servers and Java EE platform, see t



he Release Notes.
Java Technology Fundamentals Blog  The Java Technology Fundamentals Newsletter i
s now available in a blog format!
This connection  enables applets on web sites to be run within a browser  on the
 desktop.
Annotations can be applied to a program’s declarations of classes, fields, metho
ds, and other program elements.


